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Comrrni.ni(;i'uo of the meeting 

The Conference of tl~e Coinrriittee 0~ Di~-armament today held its 678tli plenary 

~eetirig ~in t:he. Palais. de~· Natiol'ls, Geneva, under the chairmanshi'P ot 
H.E. · . .Amb~s~ador E. Wyzn~r, repies~ntative of Poiand. 

Statements \vere made by the rep:r:'es'e.ntatives of the German Democratic Republic, '.:: 

Canad~·and Iran~ 

The delegation of Canada submit teet a· doc'i.llnent entitled 111\. suggested· preliminary 

apprOach t6 consideririg the possibility of concluding a ·convention on the prohibition 

of environm~ntai modification ·for mili.tary or other hostile purposes 11 ( CCD/46))'. 
,. . 

The'next meeting.of the Conference ,Jill be held on··Thursday,-7 .AugU.st 1975, 
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Mr. HERDER (German Democrati·c Republic): Yesterday~ the Committee started 

its informal meetings ~~i th experts on the problem of probibi ting action to influence 

the environment and climate for military and other hostile purposes, incompatible with 

the maintenance of international security, human well-being and health. I would like 

to welcome all experts from different countries who take part in the deliberation of· 

this important item. We expect tangible results already from this summer session. 

There can be no doubt about the importance and urgency of the task before us. 

Going beyond the specific subject involved, a convention prohibiting the m~suse of the 

environment for military purposes would have a favourable effect on the continued 

improvement of the international situation and on the strengthening of confidence among 

States, would further the process of detente and would add to international security--

an objective we all share, 

A convention of this kind would be an important element within the system of 

measures of arms limitation and disarmament. What matters, in the final analysis, is 

to prevent the arms race at the earliest possible stage from spreading to ne1-1 

unconventional means of warfare. 

In discussing the problems involved, the Committee can lean on the b~~ad approval 

shown for the Soviet initiative at the t-v1eniy-ninth session of the United Nations 

General Assembly. In our view the Committee's activities are also encouraged by the 

exchange of opinions that has been going on between the USSR and the United States of 

America since their joint statement of 3 Jul.;r 197 4. Let me al. so recall that as early 

as at the spring session of this Committee maTil countries made statements in favour of 

prohibiting the misuse of the environment and climate for milita:cy purposes. To sum 

up, the comments so far made justify giving this question high priority during this 

summer session. Our optimism regarding the conclusion of an international convention 

on the prohibition of the use of the environment for military purposes is based, not 

least, on the ·successes the Committee on Disarmament has attained, for instance, in 

drawing up the Convention on the Prohi.bi tion of the Development, Production and Stockpiling 

of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction. 
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The two conventions have common basic features. The consequences of the use of 

biological and of environmental weapons are equally incalculable and their final impact 

It. is hard to keep track of the effects ·of eith~r 

weapon and ·::there' i's no viay . of keeping them within exact territorial confines. They 
. . . 

may e'!'en hit the country of origin i t'self ~ :Both types of weapons imperil the · 

foundations of existence of the human race. Their use threatens the breakdown of the· 

complex ecological systems on land and in the ocean. It is generally accepted that 

the tolerances of the param.eters determining the equilibrium of the natural environirient 

may be small. ··To overstep them may~ irrespective· of the '·1ill of man~ lead to "the slmv 

but irresistible emergence of a new quality of nature with devastating consequenc~s. 

So far the long-term results of manipulations of the natural environment ':have in 
.· ., . 

most CCJ,Ses eluded scientific perception and the possibility of ·rn'eaningful rectification. 

On these grounds the early conclusion of the.proposed convention is in the 

interests of both strengthening international security and preserving the enviror:iinent 

and habitat of man. -

It is clearly the task of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to cover 

another stretch of the road to gener~l and complete disarmament by banishing 
. . 

environmental vleapons from military arsenals. On the other hand, my delegation 

subscribes to the view ·that questions of peaceful co-operation with regard to measures 

for the protection and preservation of the environment' should be dealt with in the 

framework of the United Nations Environment Programme. 

No doubt, the scop·e of scientific and technological research anq development work 

on the· control and preservation of the natural environme~t and. the climate will grow 

still wider in the future~ and so vJill the scope of active influences on both. Man 

will have to discover hitherto Unknown laws governing·the interplay of the various 

environmental parameters~ their evolution and stability, sc:i·as to be able to.con'trol 

and harness them for improving human living conditions. 
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Also in connexion with the Convention, a number of questions of a scientific and 

technological nature will have to be solved. 

Our delegation does not object to the consideration of such questions and also 

agrees to enlisting the services of experts. We would, however, caution against 

overrating scientific and technological considerations. All practical experiences 

indicate that as a result of such overrating, one can easily lose: sight of the main 

purpose. This may cause unnecessary delay. The point is rather that a basic 

agreement prohibiting the misuse of the human environment should be reached as soon 

as possible .• We agree ivi th t~hat the representative of the Mongolian People's Republic 

appropriately said at the last spring session: 

"···we consider that our work in this area should be so organized that we 

are not carried away by excessive enthusiasm for expert studies, to the 

detriment of the timely implementation of the mandate from the 

General Assembly to proceed as soon as possible to achieving agreement 

on the text of a convention on the matter." (CCD/PV.66l, p.20) 

The information and reports available on militarily motivated environmental 

modifications show what huge destructive forces threatening all mankind. could be let 

loose in the future. But, this is not a problem for the future alone. The 

possibilities enumerated in the Soviet draft convention of actively influencing the 

earth's lithosphere~ hydrosphere and atmosphere for hostile purposes are topical 

problems already now. 

At the twenty-ninth session of the United Nations General Assembly the Soviet 

delegation in the First Committee clearly illustrated. the concrete dangers threatened 

by environmental warfare. Allow me to quote as follovJS: 
11 Influencing the environment, particularly the geophysical· environment, 

for military purposes constitutes a serious threat to life on earth. 

A particular danger of ~eophysical warfare consists in the fact that the 

aggressor can secretly, without declaring war, for many years use some .of 

the above-mentioned methods against its intended victim." (A/C.l PV.l998, p.l3)· 
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In this connexion I would like to draw attention to some aspects of the use of the 

environment and the climate for military purposes which are of deep concern to my 

delegation and., I am sure, to many others as well. 

It is technically feasible already- today to utilize meteorological lcnowledge for 

military purposes ru1d thus to cause large-scale modifications of the weather and 

climate. 

But by far not all of the laws governing the processes in the atmosphere are 

known at present. Nor will we know exactly in the foreseeable future what effects 

any interference will have on the complex system of the atmosphere, of the water cycle 

and. of the organic 1vorld. 

It is scientifically established~ for example 9 that destruction of large forests, 

be it by floods~ fires or defoliants, leads to large-scale modifications of the 

atmospheric cycle. Or to give another example~ films of specific agents covering 

large stretches of the sea not only cause pollution but also disturb the gaseous 

interchange between the surface of the water and the atmosphere. This in turn 

directly affects the carbon dioxide content of the air vrhich largely determines 

air temperatures • 

. Hence 9 there is a great danger that the elements of the climate 9 especially 

temperature and the amount of precipitation, might gravely change not only in the area 

where environmental weapons are used. 7 but also in remote areas which would cause harm 

to all mankind. 

The present draft convention mentions not only meteorological means of actively 

influencing the environment but also geophysical means. I am thinking of the artificial 

triggering of earthquakes and the accompanying ts1..:t.nami. Such long periodic ocean waves 

may have d.evastating effects on human_ settlements in coastal areas. Tsunami cross the 

Pacific in about 24 hours. After the earthquake in Chile on 23.May 1960 they took a 

toll of 61 lives in Hawaii and 119 in Japan. In 1896, the tsunami of a single 

earthquake killed almost 30,000 people in Japan. It is certainly not an impossible 

scheme to set off, within fixed. ·time intervals, relatively small explosions in certain 

areas of the oceans and. thus unleash small tsunami. The superimposition of partial 
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vibrations and the resonance of the water's movement which ivill vary with the shapes 

of "the coastline and the sea-bed, wo"U:ld make it possible to focus the destructive 

effect on a selected.area and to flood entire.areas of land. 

In the d.iscussions during the twenty-ninth session -of the United Nations 

General Assembly and. at the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament the view has 

been put forward that it was_ too early to conclude a convention; that because of the 

lack of technical knovrledge and. the complex ·nature of the g_uestions .involved., further 

prior. studies were required. This position was convincingly challenged. by the 

Hu.,'1garian representative at the spring session >orhen he said: 

. "The probable reason for the illusion that this is merely· a ·problem 

for the future might·be that research on- the means·of warfare in question 

is being undertaken oriJ,y in a few very highly indust:dalized. countries, 
' ~ 

and the international community is not fully aware of the.true nature of 

the dang~r." (CCD/PV.662 2 p. 12) 

We must not wait to work for a ban on environmental weapons until it may·be too late. 
( . 

Our responsibility towards all mankind. makes it imperative to take effective steps 

now so ·that . these dreadful weapons will defini teiy not outgrow their pres.ent embryonic 

stage; N'ow~ :it is still possible to nip them iri ·the bud. rrhat is :why I vrish to point . . . 

out once again that in discussing .scientific and. technological quest~ons we should. 

confine ourselves to those which are essential for basic agreement on a prohibition. 

Nor should any artificial obstacles be created concerning the distinctio,n between 

environmental ·modification techniques for either civil or peaceful purposes on the one 

hand and military ·o:r: hostile .ones on the other. The draft convention itself furnishes 

a general cri.terion in. this regard. For all States to live up to their respop.sibili·ty 

·in a spirit ·of profo'und .humanity, they must clearly commit themselves to renu.r10iation 

of the use of environmental weapons by concluding a comprehen~ive preventive .. 

international convention completely banning these weapons. Basic· poli tio.f1} will is ·the 

· pr~oondition for .the regulation of all relevant scientific and technologica~ aspects.-

--------------- ---- --
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On the basis of such a convention, new possibilities woula. arise for the 

peaceful utilization of environmental modification techniques and for internationa1 

. co~opera tion in this field for the benefit of mankina.. The German Democratic Republic 

is convinced that an early positive rE!SUlt in the negotiations of the Conference of 

the Committee on Disarmament would also be conducive to the work of UNEP. It is 

appropriate to point here to the analogous case of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Weapons. The prohibition of the spread of nuclear 1-reapons and its strict 

observance have been the prerequisitef: for the expansion of international co-operation 

in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. 

Let me quote here from the statement of the delegation of the German D-emocratic 

Republic at the third session of the Governing Council of UNEP in Nairobi on 

21 April 1975: 

"Any measures aimed at reducing the arms race and at the.limltation of 

armaments promote the process of detente and favour international co-operation 

also in the environmental fields." .•• "Resolution 3264 (XXIX) opens up 

a new field not only in the sphere of disarmament 1 but also in the preservation 

and protection of the environment. 11 

By the way, several States at that session of the Governing Council voiced their 

clear support for a convention banning environmental weapons. The Soviet draft 

convention provides a basis of our deliberations on the prohibition of action.to 

influence the environment and climate for military and other hostile purposes 

incompatible with the maintenance of international security, human well-being and 

health. We are av1are that in the course of our deliberations on this matter there 

might arise further constructive ideaB and suggestions which could find their 

reflection in the future text of a convention acceptable to all States. 

An early conclusion of a convention prohibiting the misuse of the environment and 

climate for military and other hostilE~ purposes would not only have favourable political 

consequences.. Like all disarmament measures, it \<rould also greatly facilitate the 
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settlement of econom.ic and socia+ .questions. Abstent.;Lon.from designing.and developing 

envir9~en~al we~pons would rel~ase a con~iderable economic potential which would help 

to. SJ?,_~.ed up .scie.ntif~c, technical and social progress. There would be. greater resources 

to raise living Eltandards, to,preserve and improve the natural environment, to open up 

new sources of _raw materials and energy and~ last but not least, to exl:>lore and control 

pr~ce:;J,ses .in the human environment· which are at present beyond man 1 s control. Seen in 

long terms, _the proJ:libi.tion .to extend the arms race· to_ the meteorological a,.11d. 

geophysi9_q,J. fields vlill .. ~hus s~~ve il1 many ways the well-being of all -rrian..ldnd. 

Mr. ROWE (Can~da)~ Canada supports the effort to be made by the CCD in 

re~p;d~~e' to General Ass~mbly resolution 3264 (XXIX) to investigate the possibility of 
. ·.: ... 

concluding a convention on environmental modification for military or other host~le 

purposes and we are _grateful that the Swedish delegation has requ€1sted an expert study, 

within the CCD, for this purpose. May I take this opportunity to welcome formally the 
':. ·. : . . . . .. . -

experts who have jC?ined our delegations this week, and the observers from UNEP and WMO. 

It is most ~ppropriate that our first detailed consideration of this question in 

this committee is taking place with the assista11:ce of experts because, in our view, it 
. ~ . . 

is.?ecessalY to_ gain a much clearer unde:t'standing of the nature ~d potential of 

environmen~al forces that might be modified for mil~ta:t'Y ends before-considering the 

nature and content of whatever instrument might prove to be apl_)ropriat:e· to prchibit or 

control the use of such techniques. We consider this prelimipar.y step to be the c 

primary purppse of this meeting. We hope that the meeting will throw more light on a 

subject with which. most of us are not yet very familiar; in effect we are engaged in 

an educational, exploratory exercisE:) at this time. 

To assist ~sin beginning to understand the dimensions of this subject we.have 

prepared and are tabling a working paper (CCD/463} whic,h attempts (1) Ve:t'Y 
. . ' . 

teJ).tatively. to identify various conceivable environmental modification techn_i.ques. and. 
:- - '• 

(2) to malfe-~ vecy preliminary assessment of_ their feasibility and military potential 

as well as possible countermeasures and possible peaceful uses. 
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We do not pretend that the paper contains an exhaustive list of all means of 

environmental modification which could conceivably be used for militar,y or other 

hostile purposes. We wish to emphasize that the judgements reflected in the paper are 

highly preliminary and subject to further understanding of the mechanism that might be 

involved in each particular case. We also wish to stress that the paper has been 

prepared without any preconceived views on our part at this time as to whether a 

convention on .environmental warfare is possible and 1 if so, what the scope and content 

of such· a convention should be. We look forward to hearing the views of other 

delegations and would welcome any comments or questions they may have on ·our own 

contribution. 

Mr. FARTASH (Iran): I should like to begin by extending a.word of welcome to 

our new colleagues, Ambassadors Osman of Egypt and Berhanu of Ethiopia. I am certain 

that, we will greatly benefit from their contributions to our discussions. 

Today I should like to present the views of my Government on the question of the 

prohibition of chemical weapons. As this is the first opportunity that my delegation 

has had to speak on this important topic of our agenda~- we intend to comment on the 

larger aspects of the subject as 1.rell as on the current issues before us. We have 

followed the debates in this Committee and at the United Nations over the past years. 

Although we recognize that a degree of progress has been made 1 we also realize that 

certain fundamental problems still prevent the breakthrough needed for agreement. 

Mean1.rhile, the development of chemical weapo:'ls has not stagnated. When the discussion 
I 

of the problem of chemical and biological weapons resulted in a convention on the 

prohibition of biological weapons? it was rightly said that the easiest part of the 

probleni bad been tackled. Little military use had been found for these weapons as their 

effects tended to be unreliable and they bad never been used in war. 

Unfortunately~ this has not been the case with chemical weapons. In the first 

place~ chemical weapons already exist in the arsenals of certain countries. Presumably 

they do not have an accepted func.tion in the military doctrine of those States, but it 

seems that their us~ has in any case been contemplated for retaliatory purposes. The 

late United Nations Secretary-General U Thant, in his Teport on this subject in 1969 9 

stated that the agen~s used in the ;First World ~far were " ••. much less toxic than those, 

in particular nerve qgents', which could be used today and they were dispersed by means 

of relatively primitive equipment as compar~d with what is now ava~labl~, and in 

accordance with battlefield concepts of a Telati vely unsophisticated kind". 
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We are often informed by the news media about refin~ents of chemical weapons, 

particularly of the so-called "binaries". UnitedNations Secretary-General Waldhel.m, 

in his message to our Committee in March of this year 9 warned of the advent of 

dangerous binary nerve gases. Most recently the projected development of a "bina.rj 

bomb" was described. Binary weapons are featured as safer in munitions and for storage, 

because they become lethal only when two relatively harmless chemicals are mixed. In 

the case of the bomb, this merger might occur only shortly before the dropping of the 

weapon. We cannot expect the evolution of this or any other vJeapons system to stop ·by 

itself. We must move quickly to head off its development before we are faced with a 

problem a·s enormous as that of halting nuclear weapons· development. 

In a lugubrious fashion we are lucky that chemical weapons are still considered to 

be unconventional weapons, just as are nuclear weapons. Today, according·to·an eminent 

British authority on the subject, we are threatened by the danger that chemical weapons 

may be gTadually assimilated and accepted as conventional weapons. However, certain 

factors exist which seem to retard this process. Several of these are technological, 

involving dependence on '\.Jeather conditions or questions of the delayed effect of 

chemical agents as well as the possible long-term duration of their effects. Another 

inhibition to the use of chemical weapons is the very deep sense of revulsion felt by 

most informed people based on the. horrifying experience of the First World \Alar. 

Moreover, the Geneva Protocol of 1925 has outlawed the use of such weapons in "\'Tar and 

this should serve a.lso as a restraint on tb,:;ir development. 

Before these inhibiting factors are dissipated we have a chance to reach a crucial 
. . 

disarmament agreement. Precisely because these weapons have not yet been integrated 

into established military practice we are hopeful that the vested interests which so 

often stand in the way of arms control accords are weal{er in this case and easier to 

overcome. In this sense it is encouraging to note the amount of serious and fundamental 

work already accomplished during the negotiations over the past years. Much remains to 

be done, but certain milestones have. alre.ady bee~ marked. 

The convention banning tbe production 9 development and stockpiling of biological 

weapons opened for signature in 1972 finally came into force this year and we take this 
' as a good omen for the future. Iran signed and ratified that convention in 1973. We 

.have already welcomed its coming into force as a very significant arms reduction 

agreement. Similarly, we have noted with satisfaction that the United States has become 

a party to the Geneva Protocol prohibiting the use in war of asphyxiating, ·poisonous or 
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other gases and of bacteriological weapons. This, one of the oldest and most venerable 

of arms- control agreements~ is of vital importance to the banning of chemical wsapons. 

It renders their production essentially unnecessary and should thus facilitate the task 

of States in divesting themselves of these arms." 

·A third factor of encouragement is the United States-Soviet agreement announced 

after the Moscow Summit of 1974 to undertake a joint initiative within the CCD to 

conclude as a first step a convention covering at least the most dangerous lethal 

chemical .weapons. We have heard from the Soviet delegation that steps have been taken 

to impiement this joint initiative and the United States delegation has assured us that 

contacts have continued between the tvro Governments. We hope that 1ve will soon be 

informed that progress has been made. 

Still another measure of ·progress is evident in the many technical papers which 

have been presented to our Committee on the various issues involved in our 

negotiation. Moreover, the informal experts meetings held in July 1974 demonstrated 

that on certain key issues there was a common understanding of the problems and a 

common approach. Beyond the Committee itself impressive independent research has been 

undert~{en in an attempt to resolve the basic differences. The verification issue, in 

particuiar 1 has received considerable attention. The. important volumes on the question 

of chemical and biological 1·mrfare published by the Stockholm L11ternational Peace 

Research Institute as well as the reports of the Pugwash Chemical Warfare Workshop 
' ,· 

have contributed to the search for a verification scheme which might be acceptable to 

all. This work is invaluable~ for it may supply the needed breakthrough ideas which 

have so far eluded us. 

To come now to the work before us, the resolution adopted U..."lanimously by the 

General Assembly at its twenty-ninth session calls on our Committee to negotiate on a 

high-priority basis effective measures for the prohibition of the development, 

production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons. The resolution reaffirms our goal 

to reach a comprehensive ban. But, in contrast to the arms control accords we have 

already reached, we are not dealing with preventing the extension of the arms race into 

a new area. We are confronted here -vrith the destruction of existing stocks and 

·arresting the development of an on-going weapons programme. It will be more difficult 

to agree on the requirements for a complete ban than it was to agree on the 

prohibition of biological weapons. 
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For these reasons the draft convention presented by the delegation of Japan to 

·the Committee in Apj~il 1974 represents an c ~tremely valid approach. While providing 

basically for a comprehensive prohibition of all chemical weapons, it allovrs initial 

agreed exceptions to the ban and the SUb~eque11t gTadual enl~rgement Of the SCOpe of the 

prohibition. The existence of this draft bas facilitated the discussions on chemical 

weapons and has helped to direct the debate on t:Oe unresolved issues. It seems to have 

been generally accepted.as a basis of negotiatio!l. in our Co11_1mittee and, as.pointed out 

by the Swedish delegation~ it gTeatly assisted the e:::-perts during their rpE?etings to 

focus on the reievant technical problems. This document, tal<:en together with the 

draft_conventiori tabled by the socialist countries in 1972 and the working paper of 

the 10 non:...aligned States of 1973, ·provides us with a solid fou..'1dation f()r reaching an 

agreement. 

We have, however, as yet no agreement on most of the important substantive 

matters. There seems to be some general concurrence that we can appr~::>__ach our goal on 

a step-by-step basis as long as :a complete ban remains a bindi:q.g .commitment.. This 

attitude seems to be implicit in the joint initiative announced by the ~oviet Union apd 

the United States as well as in the reception given the Japanese.draft. The idea of 

constructing the agreement in treaty fom a:l_so seems to have gained a ce1·tain degree of 

acceptance. But the scope of the initial prohibition has not been determined. It is 

satisfying to n~te that, as st~essed in the working paper of the non-ali~ed State.s,. 

some· destruction of sto-ckpiles is n~w included runong the first-step measures .along with 

limitations ~n production .. and development. V!e must now decide which chemical warfare 

agents. to ban in the :liJ.itial phe,se and hovT to ensure continued negotiation vrhich would 

lead to further limitations. A difference of opinion already exists on this question. 

To some, the determination of which chemical ag~nts can be banned depends· on the 

techriical ability to verify their prohibition. To others, the determination appears as 

a political matter. 

On the question of the scope of the ban the Japanese draft proposes t~o 

alternatives, the suspension· of certain agents from the ban at the outset, or the 
. . l,· . 

establis:b.rnent of a list of agents to be banned obligatorily. The first solution 

presents perhaps greater difficulties for the definition of the agents to be suspended, 

for their suspension would be decided e·i ther because they could not be effeoti vely 

verified or because there was no satisfactory agreement on definition. They IVOUld 

undoubtedly fall li1to the category of dual-purpose agents. On the other hand, an 
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adv~pa~~ o.:(' thi:.s. sOll.l.tion. w~mld be its m·ore comprehensl. ve. apprci.'ach~ ·. ige~ts.'not 
specif'iP'iY:.:LY suspemded)..r.ould be automatically banned. Thus the de\rklopm~nt .. of new, 

::·. 

hitheri:;o.qmlqlO>;:m;.:chemical warf'are agents might be forestalled~ 

The.,.-se~o.n.d:.alternative ·presents .less problems f'or the· ci.ef'ini t::i.on ·of' the ·~gents t·~· :·· . .. 
be banned J~eca1lse .. they ~~ould be.· primarily single·-purpo·se super~ toxic agent.s, but it' . 

would haye,. the. disadvantage .of seeming ·to justify continued. development of all ot.he~ . ' 
. . . . .. ' . ·~. . . . . •. ' . 

chemical agents. Thus? we see the value of the suggestion put forward by the Swedish 

delegation. to compin~ the two. lists. In this way, even the initial·· stage ·would cover 

a wider range of chemical ,agents and a more complete. f'ramework· for a ·comp·r~hehsi.ve ban 

would thus. e:x:i st. · We therefore listened with · irltere st · when the distingl.ii·S.he·d ·· 
'' '.' . . . 

' . 

representat:j_ ve. of' ,Japan .stated that his delegation.· would conside~ the Swedish ·proposaL 

.Anoi:;per ... 'J?asic is13Ue connected with the determination of the SCOpe of' the 

prohib:i,~ion is. that. of' .tl\~. criteria to be used to· define dif'ferent chemical ·agents. 

Some light was· shed on this ·pro.blem by :the informal experts meetings. We have noted. 

that OIJ. i:;he. :whole there is agreement on the Use of' the "purpose" cri te:i:'ion·, especially . 

useful .t:or th.e def'ini t.ton of the components of· binary· weapons whose other 

characteristics would not place them in the category of. dangerous agents. 1 .At the same 

time, ~ t. has been ,aclrnmvledged. that the purpose· criterion would not. su;ff'ice in. the ~ase 

of a ··partial ban and tpat ·ad.di tional cri te'ria would then be needed. Thus, many 

delegations. seem . to qgree, tpa:t the establishment of toxicity criteria ·1-.rill ·'be nec'essari 

to supplement the criterion o.;f purpose. The experts· seem to b.'We mad~ ·headway towards 

agreement on. toxicity leyels.. lv.Iention .bas also been made bi' the fact ·tbi:Lt chemical . 

agents r~quire certain phys:i_cal properties to. render ·them effective for mill tary- u·s~:. 
. ·•... .. . !, 

Thus, it ha.s be~ suggested that the. toxicity crite·rion could be combined with the ' 

identif'icat:ipn of certain physical properties essential for weapons purposes. 

Valuable contributions to our search for agreed· techrrfcal criteria to help· 

establish the scope of. a chemical· >..reapons· ban have been made· by the ··wafkirig.pcipers ·· · 

submitted by the Federal Repu]Jl~.c of Germany and S-yteden. ·The. do·cu.ment of the 

Federal. Rep}lblic of' Ger1napy ( CCD/458) suggests. a possible object'i ve mathematical 

formula .for de~ermining the suitability of chemical,, substances for us~ a·s warfare· 

agents. The appro~ch i.s based; on using t9:xici ty as the basic cri terioi:l ·supplemented 

by carefully selected secondary criteria. · We look forward to hearing the views of 

other experts on this potentially important proposal. 
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The Swedish paper (CC:0/461) provides us with a most useful extension of a previous 

model including this time the basic criteria discussed for denning chemical wru~fare 

agents and the concepts adva..'1ced for determining the scope of the prohibition. The 

paper correctly notes the difficulty of visualizing hOi·! the various approaches put 

forward relate to each othero The new Swedish model, which suggests that all the 

criteria presented to date can fit into a common concept, could become an indispensable 

aid in our negotiations. 

Thus, our discussion of two central issues~ the scope of the prohibition and the 

definition of chemical wa.J.~fare agents, seems to be making head,.ray. At least a 

constructive exchange of. views has tru(en place on these questions. FUrther progress, 

however, tovmrds agreement on a chemical-weapons ban depends on the question of 

verification. Once again we find ourselves between Scylla and Charybdis, between 

perhaps excessive requirements for international control and reliance on exclusively 

national control bodies. The issue differs slightly from that associated with other 

arms-control proposals in that both sides agree that control is necessary and that· it 

is quite complicated. The disagreement hinges on the question of what body· or bodies 

should exercise the control functions. 

There are in fact two aspects to the verification problem~ assuring compliance 

wi tb obligations to. cease chemical weapons production, and assuring the destrJ.ction of 

stockpiles. Much lvork has been done on the former issue and suggestions have been put 

forward to malce verification as unintrusi ve as possible. It bas been suggested that 

national moni taring of the production of certain chemical cor.ipounds could constitute 

the basis of the control system to check produdion halts as 1vell as compliance with 

allowed production. In this connexion the need to standardize methods of national 

accounting has )Jeen stressed. Other methods such as analysis of statistical data and 

literature-scann~ng have also ~t'eceived attention. 

FUndamental differences arise, howeveT? over the q_uestion of i..nternational 

verification of the national systems, over the degree and method of outside checking 

of national monitoring functions and eventually the need for some form of inspection. 

There is no question that some foT'ill of international assurance of compliance with the 

provisions of a chemical-<veapons ban is needed for an effective agreement. 
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The question of verification of the destrv.ction of chemical-weapon stockpiles 

presents an even more serious problem, for here some delegations insist on the need for 
I 

international observation ru1d others insist that such procedures would expose military 

and industrial secrets. In vievr of the fundamental importance of the destruction of 

stockpiles to the validity of a chemical-,veapons ban, 1ve 1vov~d hope that this impasse 

>vould be overcome as quickly as possible. 

The coursE~ of our work on this question of a chemical-weapons ban is vmll laid 

out. life look forward to hearing a report on the progress of the United States-Soviet 

bilateral initiative, because this question has a direct bearing on the progress 1ve can 

malce in the COD. Meanwhile ive should apply our efforts to achieving a consensus on the 

various issues which have already been·clarified so that we may report a measure of 

agreement to the thirtieth session of the General Assembly; 

The meeting ~qse at 11.40 a.m. 




